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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is a continuation ofthe preceding study [1] in which we described a method 
which automatically proves the existence of solutions for variational inequalities by computer. We 
newly formulate a verification method using a Newton-like method. This approach enables us to 
remove the restriction in the previous paper to the retraction property of the operator in a neigh- 
borhood of the solution. We show some numerical examples which confirm that the method is really 
applicable to problems which have no retraction property. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords--Numerical verification, Error estimates, Newton-like operator, Variational inequali- 
ties, Obstacle problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous paper [1], we described a method to verify the existence of solutions for variational 
inequalities based upon finite element approximations, explicit a priori error estimates, and 
Schauder's fixed-point heorem. It was, however, difficult to apply the method to the problem 
where the associated operator is not retractive in a neighborhood of the solution, because it is 
based upon the simple iteration method. In this paper, we propose another approach to overcome 
such a difficulty. This method can be applied to general variational inequalities without any 
retraction property of the associated operator. Using a Newton-like operator and explicit a 
priori error estimates, we construct a set of functions which satisfies the hypothesis of Schauder's 
fixed-point theorem for the compact map on a certain Sobolev space. Particularly, the essentially 
new technique in the present paper is the way to devise a Newton-like operator for a kind of 
nondifferentiable map which defines the original problem. In the following section, we describe the 
obstacle problem considered and the fixed-point formulation to prove the existence of solutions. 
In Section 3, we introduce a computational verification condition. In Section 4, a computer 
algorithm to construct the set satisfying the verification conditions is presented. Some numerical 
examples are illustrated in the last section. 
The author is deeply grateful to M. T. Nakao for his valuable advice and discussions. 
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2. FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM 
We set V = H](gt) = {v E HI(gt) : vloa = 0} for a bounded convex domain ~t in R 2 and 
a(u, v) = f~ Vu. Vv dx, 
where 
Ou Ov au Ov 
Vu .  Vv = - -  + - - - -  
Oxl Oxl Ox20x2" 
We suppose that the nonlinear eal valued function f(.)  satisfies the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. f is a continuous map V --* L2(~). 
ASSUMPTION 2. For each bounded subset W E V, f (W)  is also bounded in L2(f~). 
We define K = {v E V : v > 0 a.e. on ~t}. 
Now we consider the following obstacle problem. 
Find w E K such that a(w, v - w) k (f(w), v - w), V v E K. (2.1) 
We adopt (V¢, U¢) as the inner product on V, where (., .) denotes the L2-inner product on f~. 
Hence, the associated norm is defined by [ICily = lIve[ILk(a). 
We now take an appropriate finite-dimensional subspace Vh of V for 0 < h < 1. Usually, Vh 
is taken to be a finite element subspace with mesh size h. We then define Kh, an approximation 
of K, by 
Kh=VhnK={vh[VheVh,  Vh _> 0 on ~}.  
We now define the projection PK from V onto K. That is, v = PK(W), the projection of w E V 
into K, is defined as the solution of the following problem: 
v E K : a(v, ~ - v) >_ a(w, ¢ - v), V~EK.  (2.2) 
And define the projection PK. from V onto Kh. That is, Vh = PK,,(w), the projection of w 
into Kh, is defined as the solution of the following problem: 
vheKh:a(Vh,~- -Vh)>_a(w,~--Vh) ,  V~EKh.  (2.3) 
Now, first, as one of the approximation properties of Kh, we assume the following. 
ASSUMPTION 3. For each w E V N H2(~2), there exists a positive constant C, independent of h, 
such that 
IIw - PK,, W[[V <_ Ch[W[H2(~), (2.4) 
where [W[H2 denotes a seminorm of w on H2(f~) defined by 
Iwl~:(~) ~ 02w 2 
------ i , j=l  ~ L2(f~) ' 
Here C has to be numerically determined. 
Next, for each g E L2(ft), let u be a solution of the following problem: 
uEK:a(u ,¢ -u )  >(g ,¢ -u ) ,  VCEK.  (2.5) 
Then, by the well-known results, 
u E V N H2(n) and lu]g2(n) _< IlgllL2(n). (2.6) 
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For each w E V, by the Riesz representation theorem for Hilbert spaces, there exists a unique 
F(w) E V such that 
( rE(w) ,  Vv) = (f(w),v), Vv e V. (2.7) 
Then the map F : V , V is a compact operator. 
By (2.7), problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding w E V such that 
a(w,v -w)>_a(F (w) ,v -w) ,  VvEK.  (2.8) 
By using (2.2) and (2.8), we now have the following fixed-point problem for the compact operator 
PKF. 
Find w E V such that w = PKF(w). (2.9) 
To verify the existence of a solution of (2.1) in a computer, we use the fixed-point formulation 
of (2.9). 
3. VERIF ICAT ION CONDIT ION 
In order to formulate a Newton-type verification condition as in [2,3], etc., we need a Fr~chet 
derivative of the operator PKF. However, PKF is not Fr~chet differentiable at all. Therefore, 
we define the approximate Fr~chet-like derivative, for some Uh E Kh, DKF(Uh) on Vh, instead 
of the Fr~chet derivative at Uh. Assume that {¢j}j=l ..... M is a basis of Vh, where M = dimVh, 
such that Cj (x) _> 0 on f~ and satisfying 
1, i= j ,  
Cj(x i )= 0, i~ j ,  
where xi is an interior node of the finite element mesh. 
And, for Vh E Vh, we represent i such as 
M 
Vh = ~ VhjCj. 
j=l 
Here (Vhj)j=l ..... M is called the coefficient vector of v h. Now we take a fixed subset No C 
{1,2, . . . ,  M}, define Vh,No, the closed subspace of Vh, by 
vh,~o = {v~ I vh e vh, vhj = 0, for j ¢ No}. 
And let Ph,No be a H01-projection from V onto Vh,No defined by 
a(u-Ph,~VoU, V)=O, Vv e Yh,No, Ph,NoueYh,No. 
In order to define DKF(Uh) : Yh ~ Vh,No, we need some additional observation. Some of the 
following consideration is the same as in [1], but, since it is closely related to the definition of the 
approximate Fr~chet-like derivative, we describe it again here. 
We now consider the approximate problem of (2.5): 
¢ e gh  : a(¢, Ch - ¢) > (g, ¢ - ¢), V ~ e Kh, (~.i) 
Since the bilinear form a(., .) is symmetric, (3.1) is actually equivalent to the quadratic program- 
ming problem 
min [~a(~b, ~b) - (g, ~b)] . (3.2) 
CEKh 
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Then we can represent the above quadratic programming problem (3.2) in the following form: 
min [ leT  De - PT  e] (3.3) 
Here D = (dij) with dij = (V¢i, vCj),  1 _< i, j < M, and e is the coefficient vector with {¢j} 
corresponding to the function ¢ in (3.2). Further, P ~ ((g, Cj)) is an M-dimensional vector. 
By the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem [4], a vector e = (ej) E R M with e > 0 is an optimal solution 
to (3.3) if and only if there exists z = (zj) E R M such that 
z - De = -P ,  
ze = O, e >_ O, z >_ O. (3.4) 
Condition (3.4) means, because of e, z >_ 0, that for 1 < j _< M, either zj = 0 or ej = 0. Thus, 
it can be reduced to the following nonlinear equations: 
z - De = -P ,  
ejzj = O, 1 <_ j <_ M, (3.5) 
in 2M unknowns (e, z). 
Let (6, 5) be an approximate solution of (3.5). Delete in (3.5) every variable zj, ej for which 
the corresponding component of ~, 5 is approximately 0. Then M equations 
z* - De* = -P  (3.6) 
remain, where in z*, e* have on the whole M fewer components han z, e. Note that system (3.6) 
is linear. Setting g = f(w), for some fixed element w E V in a neighborhood of the approximate 
solution Uh to (2.1), we consider the following linear system: 
z* - De* = -{( f (w) ,  Cj)}I<j_<M. (3.7) 
Here we suppose that the solution z* = (Z~)l<_j<M and e* = (e~)l<j<_M of (3.7) satisfy z~ = 0 
for j E No and e~ = 0 for j • No, respectively, where No is the same subset No as before. 
In order to define DKF(uh) ,  we consider the following equation, for 5 E Vh, which is derived 
by differentiating (3.7) with respect o w. 
Oz* - DOe* = --{(f '(uh)5, Cj)}l<y<M. (3.8) 
Here Oz* = (2~)I<j<M and 0e* = (~)I<j<_M, where 2 3 = 0 for j e No and ~ = 0 for j • No, 
respectively. 
Then we define the approximate Fr~chet-like derivative of PKF(u)  at u = Uh as the linear map 
DKF(Uh) : Vh ~ Vh,go such that, for each 5 e Vh, 
M 
j= l  
We now assume the following. 
ASSUMPTION 4. The restriction to Vh,go Of the operator Ph,go [ I -  [gKF(Uh)] : Vh ----* Vh,go has 
the inverse operator 
Ph - -1 ] -- DKF(Uh) j  h : Vh'N° ' Vh'N°" No 
Here I means the identity map on V. 
Now, in order to introduce a computational verification condition using the Newton-like 
method, we need the following standard results [5]. Define the dual cone of Kh by 
K;  = {w V : a(w,v) < O, Vv Kh}, 
and note that K~ is also a closed convex cone with vertex at 0 which is the only point common to 
Kh and K~. From (2.3), it follows that K~ is the set of points whose projections into Kh are 0. 
We need an additional lemma which is from [5]. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Any w E V can be uniquely decomposed into the sum of two orthogonM elements. 
That is, 
w= PK , ,W~( I - -PK , )w= PK,,W~[~PKt, W. 
Here ~ denotes the sum of two orthogonal elements in the sense of V. 
By Lemma 3.1, we decompose (2.9) into the finite- and the infinite-dimensional parts: 
PK,,W = PK, ,PKF(w),  
( I  - PK,,)w = (I  - PK,,)PKF(W). (3.9) 
And we use the Newton-like method only for the former part of (3.9), that is, we define the 
Newton-like operator Nh : V ~ Vh by 
- [ , - DKF(Uh)J  h Nh(w)  PK,,W LPh No Ph,No ( PK,, PKn PKF) (w) ) .  
Next, we define the operator T : V , V as follows: 
T(w)  = Nh(w) + (I - PK, , )PKF(w).  (3.10) 
Then T becomes a compact map on V, and we obtain the following proposition. 
Under the assumption that Nh(W) E Kh and (PK,, -- P Ir , ,PKF)(w) 6 Yh,No,  PROPOSITION 3.2. 
we have 
w = PKF(w)  ¢:~ w = T(w).  
PROOF. 
(3 ) :  Since w = PKF(W),  we have 
PK, W = PK,,PK F(w) ,  
(I -- PK,,)w = (I - PK, , )PKF(w).  
Therefore, by the definition of Nh(w),  
PKn W =- Nh(W), 
(I -- PK,,)W = (I - PK, , )PKF(w).  
And hence, 
w = P ,~,w + ( I  - p~, , )w  = Nh(w)  + (Z - P~, , )PKF(~) ,  
which yields 
= T(w) .  
Since w = T(w)  = Nh(W)+ ( I -PK , .  )PKF(W),  and by Lemma 3.1, w 6 V can be uniquely 
decomposed into the sum of two orthogonal elements. That is, 
W = W h + W'h, Wh E Kh, W h E K h. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.1 and the assumption, we have 
Wh = Yh(W), (3.11) 
w~ = (I - PK, , )PKF(w).  
By the definition of Nh(W) and (3.11), we have 
PKnW = PK, ,PKF(w).  
(~): 
Hence, 
w = wh + w~ 
= Pgn W + W~ 
= PK, ,PKF(w)  + (I - PK, , )PKF(w)  
= PKF(W).  
We now obtain the following result, by Schauder's fixed-point heorem, which is the starting 
point of arguments in this paper. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose the same assumptions in Proposition 3.2. I f  there exists a nonempty; 
bounded, convex, and dosed subset W c K such that T (W)  C W, then there exists a solution 
w e W o fw = PKF(w).  
Now we introduce a computational verification condition similar to that in [6,7], etc. 
When we decompose the set W as W = Wh ~ W± in Theorem 3.3, where Wh C Kh N Vh,go 
and W± C K~, the verification condition can be written by 
Nh(W) C Wh, 
(I -- PK, ,)PKF(W) C W±. (3.12) 
In practice, Wh is represented as the linear combination of base functions of Vh with interval 
coefficients, while W± is a ball in K~, specified by its radius which is evaluated using the error 
estimation (2.4) and (2.6). 
4. VER IF ICAT ION PROCEDURES BY  COMPUTER 
In this section, we show a computer algorithm to construct he set W which satisfies the 
verification condition (3.12). In order to find the set W, we use an iteration method described 
below. 
Now let Aj be intervals on R 1, 1 < j < M, and let ~-':~M 1 AjCj be a linear combination of {¢j}, 
i.e., an element of the power set 2 ~' in the following sense: 
~ AjCj = ajCj; aj E Aj, I < j < M . 
j= l  
Now, we denote the set of all nonnegative r al numbers by R + and for any a E R +, we set 
[5] - {¢ • K~; II¢llv -< 5}. (4.1) 
Let's denote the set of all linear combinations of {¢j} with interval coefficients by :D, i.e., 
:P-{ kA~¢j I&; j=l in terva l inR l ' l<- j<-M} ' 
We now generate the following iteration sequence {(W(hn),an)} for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  where 
(w(h n), an) • D X R + with W(h n) C Kh N Vh,No and set W (n) := W(h n) ~[5n]. 
Usually, we choose an initial value Uh • Kh by 
a(uh, vh--Uh)>(f(Uh),Vh--Uh), Vvh•Kh, uh•Kh, 
which corresponds to the Galerkin approximation for (2.1). Hence, this means that we assume 
that Uh • Vh,Yo. Now, for i = 0, we set W(h °) := Uh and the standard selection for a0 will be 
/ (n-- l )  ao : 0. For n _> 1, first for a given 0 < e << 1, we define the e-inflation of [w h ,5~-1j by 
W~(n-1) = .(n--l) h Wh + E [--1,1]eCj, 
jENo 
~n-1 = 5n-1 + e. 
Next, for the set 17V (n-l) = U~(h n-l)  ~[~n- l ] ,  we define W(h n) • D and an • R + by 
a,~ = Ch sup IIf(w)llL=(n). (4.2) 
Then suppose that 
W(h n) C Kh n Vh,No, (4.3) 
which can be verified in the computational process. The more detailed procedure of the former 
part of (4.2) will be described below. 
Now we have the following verification condition on a computer. 
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THEOREM 4.1. For an integer N, assume that Nh(W (N)) C Kh and (PK~, 
Vh,No. If two relationships 
- (N - l )  and aN < &N-1 W (h N) C "w h 
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- P ,,PKF)(W (N)) c 
(4.4) 
hold, then there exists a solution w of (2.1) in w (N) ~[aN]. Here the first term of (4.4) means 
^- (N- I )  the inclusion in the sense of each coefficient interval of W(h N) and w h . 
We omit the proof of this theorem, for it is quite similar to that of the corresponding theorem 
in [6,7], etc. 
Next, we give an efficient computing algorithm to implement the iteration sequence defined 
(Bi)i=1 such that in (4.2). First, we find the condition of the interval vector n M 
w(n) = E B; n)¢j D Nh (k~7(n-1)):= U Nh(v). (4.5) 
jENo vE~V(n-1) 
~(n-l) sJn-1)¢j We set w h -~- ~jENo and denote an arbitrary element v E lld (~-1) as v = @ + 4, 
- (n - l )  where @ E Wh , & E [&,~-l]. Then we have 
Nh(v) = Nh (+ + 4) 
: PKh (+=~)- [Ph ,No  -- DKF(Uh)]hlph,No (PK,: (+~) - -  PKhPKF(+~))  
[ ]-1 
=+--  Ph'No--DKF(Uh) h Ph,NQ(@-PK, ,PKF(++&)) .  
Hence, by (4.5), the fact that @ - PK,,PKF(+ + 4) = (PKn - PK,,PKF)(@ + 5) E Vh,No by the 
assumption, and operating [Ph,go -- DgF(uh)] on both sides of the above, we have 
1 r 1 
= PK,,PKF (@ + 4) - DKF (Uh) @. 
Here we have used (4.3) and Ph,No~V = ~. Thus, 
[PhNo E 4) , - j ~3 9PK,,PKF(~v+ - (Uh)@, 
jENo 
which implies that for each ¢i (i E No), 
, -- Bj Cj , V¢i 
jENo 
9 (VPgn laKE (@ + &), V¢i) - (VDKF  (uh)@, V¢,~.  \ / 
(4.6) 
Next, in order to make the computational procedure more transparent, we rewrite (4.6) by using 
the product of a matrix and an interval vector. We define the INol × IN0[ matrix G = (g~j) ( i , j  e 
No) by 
where IN0l stands for the number of elements in No. Then G is invertible by Assumption 4. 
Therefore, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSIT ION 4.2. 
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Interval coefficients B~ ~) in (4.5) for i • No are determined by 
(i • No). 
Other components in (B} n)) are O. 
Here the interval vector (K[n-1))ieN o is defined as 
K} "-') - (vp~, p~F (~ + ~), v¢,) - (vb~F (uh) ~, v¢ 0 
(4.7) 
is sufficient o solve the following linear system: 
y* - Dz* = {( - f  (~ + ~) + f' (uh) ~, Cj)}~<~<,. (4.8) 
Here y~ -- (Y~)I_<j<M and x. = (X))I<j<M, where y~ = 0 for j • No and x) = 0 for j ~ No, 
respectively. 
Thus, x* is determined as the solution set of (4.8) whose location of nonzero components i
equal to No. Hence, 
K}n-1)- (V  E x~¢j'~7¢ 0 
Thus, we can carry on the verification process by numerically checking the assumptions in 
Theorem 4.1 and (4.3). 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In this section, we consider the one-dimensional case. 
Let ~2 = (0, 1) and let 9 • L2(~). For a positive integer M, let h = 1/M; we take xi := ih for 
i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  M, that is, a uniform partition of fl and set ei = (xi-1, xD, i -- 1 ,2, . . . ,  M. 
We then approximate V and K by 
yh = {vh • c°(~); vh(O)= ~h(1)= o, ~hle, • pl, i=  1,2,3, . . . ,M} 
with, as usual, P1 representing the space of polynomials of degree _< 1, and 
Kh = {vh • Vh; vh(x) > 0}, 
respectively. 
In this case, we can estimate the constant C in Section 2 as follows [1]. 
M 
PK,,P~:F (~ + a) - b~:F (~h) ~ = ~ x;¢j, 
j= l  
We shall give a few remarks on the explicit form of K~ n-l). The calculation of the interval 
vector corresponding to PK,,PKF(~b + &) - bgF(Uh)lb is carried out by the consideration i
Section 3. Suppose that, for each w = ~b + & E l~ (n- 1), equation (3.7) has a nonnegative solution 
z* > 0 and e* _-2 0 with the same support numbers as before. 
That is, z* = (z~) and e* -- (e;) satisfy z] = 0 i f j  • No and e; = 0 i f j  ~ No, respectively (cf. 
Section 3). 
Then it can be easily deduced that in order to find x* = (X~)l<j<M such that 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let w and Wh be solutions of (2.5) and (3.1), respectively. If g E L2(f/), then we 
have 
II h -wll.o,(m -< v hlM[c ta), 
7r 
Hence, we may take C = v~/Tr in (2.4). 
We now give an example which was verified by the present method but the existing techniques 
in [1] failed to verify. 
In the following examples, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the iteration numbers, required to attain 
the condition in (4.4), × means that the iteration was divergent. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the case f(w) = Kw + 47r 2 sin 21rx, where K is a positive constant. 
We now choose the basis M {¢i}~=t of Vh as usual hat functions. 
Table 5.1. Iteration numbers for verification. 
No. M e K 
I 49 10 -2 3.15 
2 49 10 -2 5.0 
3 99 10 -3 3.15 
4 99 10 -3 5.0 
5 199 10 -3 3.15 
6 199 10 -3 5.0 
Method in [1] Present Method 
7 6 
x 18 
109 108 
x 355 
28 28 
x 87 
Next, we present he more detailed results of verification for the Example 1, No. 4 in the above 
table: 
iteration numbers : N = 355, 
L 2 - error bound : 0.027121316, 
maximum width of coefficient intervals in {A~ N) } = 0.052523. 
It is deduced that, if K > ~r 2, then this problem has no solutions, that is, there is no free boundary 
point 3' E (0, 1) in such a case. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the case f(w) = Kw + (Tr-K/Tr) sin 7rx, where K is a positive constant. 
We choose the basis M {¢i}i=1 of Vh as usual hat functions. 
Table 5.2. Iteration numbers for verification. 
No. M e K 
1 50 10 -4 15 
2 50 10 -4 20 
Method in [1] Present Method 
x 14 
x 29 
EXAMPLE 3. Next we consider the case, for a constant K, 
f(w) = { Kw + (167r2 . K)sin47r (x -  ~) +  fx (01) 
ifx (  1) 
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The basis M {¢~}~=1 of Vh the same as above. 
Exact solution: 
The execution conditions are as follows: 
+1,  i fx  E (0, 1 ) 
i f xE  (1 ,1 ) .  
numbers of elements = 501, 
dimVh = 500, 
K = 30, 
extension parameters : e = 10-1 
Results  are as follows: 
iteration numbers for verification : N = 3, 
L 2 - error bound : 0.0012153913, 
maximum width of coefficient intervals in {A~ N) } = 0.046124. 
REMARK 5.1. Since, in Example 2 and Example 3, the map PKF is not retractive in the neigh- 
borhood of the solution, we cannot use the previous scheme proposed in [1]. For the case of 
retractive around the solution, as shown in Table 5.1, there is very little difference between these 
two methods, i.e., K = 3.15 in Example 1. 
REMARK 5.2. In the above calculations, we used usual computer arithmetic with double preci- 
sion instead of strict interval computions (e.g., ACRITH-XSC,  PASCAL-XSC, C-XSC, etc.). But, 
from our experiences, the order of magnitude of roundoff error is, in general, under 10-10. There- 
fore, it is almost negligible compared with the truncation error which amounts to 10 -3 ~ 10 -2. 
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